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Executive Summary

Introduction

In July 2016, the University of California implemented a new pension tier as part of changes to the University of California Retirement Plan (UCRP). As part of the new pension tier, eligible employees hired on or after July 1, 2016 choose which retirement option they will participate in at the time of hire. While the new pension tier election process was first effective in July 2016, further enhancements to the pension tier election process were implemented through November 1, 2016. Internal Audit (IA) performed a review of the new pension tier election process following the implementation of the process in July 2016 and subsequent changes effective November 2016.

Employees eligible for choice within the new pension tier have 90 days from their retirement option eligibility date to make an election of retirement options. To support employees in reviewing their retirement options, a self-service portal in the Fidelity Choice Tool provides calculators to estimate retirement options based on the specific employee’s payroll data.

The employee’s retirement option eligibility date is determined when a triggering event occurs (generally hire date). The UC Retirement System (UCRS) Data Exchange determines eligibility to choose between the Defined Benefit (DB) or Defined Contribution (DC) plans or assigns employees to a default plan based on payroll and demographic data transmitted from payroll systems. The eligibility decision from UCRS (i.e., whether a specific employee is eligible for a choice of retirement options) is transmitted back to the Payroll/Personnel System (PPS) where the election window start date is entered. The eligibility data (including the election window start date) is transmitted from PPS to the Fidelity Choice Tool. In the Fidelity Choice Tool, employees with choice eligibility can view retirement options and make elections. Once an employee makes an election, the election data is sent from the Fidelity Choice Tool back to PPS to update the employee’s record with the election.

Objectives and Scope

The primary objectives of the audit review were to:

- Assess the design effectiveness of internal controls in place within the pension tier election process for changes effective July 1, 2016 and enhancements implemented November 1, 2016.
- Identify internal control gaps and opportunities to strengthen controls in place within the pension tier election process for changes effective July 1, 2016 and enhancements implemented November 1, 2016.

The scope of the review included:

- Pension tier election process (following phase 2 changes implemented by November 1, 2016) including determination of eligibility, employee choice election and employee communication.
In-scope systems include: Fidelity Choice Tool, Payroll systems (PPS systemwide payroll system, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory payroll system), Data Exchange, Distributed Systems (e.g. Fidelity demographic file and election feedback file).

The scope of the audit did not include and was not intended to advise on:

- Operating effectiveness of internal controls within the pension tier election process.
- Accuracy of Fidelity Choice Tool logic and pension calculations.
- System development life cycle (SDLC) best practices or operating effectiveness of SDLC controls related to the implementation of the Fidelity Choice Tool.
- Completeness and accuracy of functionality delivered against business requirements defined by business.
- Internal controls in place at the campus around the pension tier election process.
- Accuracy of functionality for determining eligibility for UCRP membership and/or internal controls related to UCRP eligibility.
- UCPath was out of scope for the initial phase of this audit.

Procedures Performed

In order to accomplish the project objectives and scope, the following procedures were performed:

1. Obtained and reviewed existing documentation around the new pension tier implementation including:
   a. Functional Design Documents from implementation phases I and II, as well as other enhancements that have been implemented.
   b. Process flows documenting pre and post implementation process flows
   c. Business Requirements

2. Inquired with key stakeholders involved in the project to gain an understanding of the systems and data involved within the new pension tier election process. This included identifying data shared between systems (inputs/outputs), timing of the interfaces between systems, information used to determine eligibility for choice pension tiers and known issues with data requirements and or data transmission. Met with the following key stakeholders:
   a. Shaun Ruiz – Payroll Manger
   b. Esther Cheung – Director, Human Resources
   c. Kenneth Smith – Programmer Analyst, HRBIS
   d. Adam Chen-Ok – Retirement Savings Program Vendor Relations Management
   e. Larry Delaney – Manager, ITS
3. Further inquired with key stakeholders to understand the expected outcomes from transactions within the pension tier election process, specifically related to determining eligibility for choice, choice elections and employee communications. For each expected outcome, identified potential deviations to determine what risks exist within the process.

4. For each risk identified above, inquired with key stakeholders to identify mitigating controls already in place to facilitate complete, accurate and timely transmission of data in order to achieve expected outcomes for transactions within the pension tier process.

5. Documented results of the internal control assessment via a risk and control matrix and observation log summarizing a walkthrough of the process, existing controls, and remediation implemented via the November 1, 2016 enhancements, and control gaps. Refer to Attachment A for the risk and control matrix.

Conclusion

Based on our review of the new pension tier election process and inquiry with key stakeholders involved in both the July and November implementation phases, we observed a number of internal controls in place to aid in the determination of an employee’s eligibility and choice election. These controls were a combination of preventative controls (e.g., data validation for demographic and eligibility data transmitted between Payroll and UCRS to determine eligibility) and detective controls (i.e. data reporting from Fidelity).

Overall, we noted many internal controls in place are designed effectively, including review of weekly and daily exception reports generated from the Fidelity Choice Tool. An opportunity for improvement was identified within the new pension tier election process related to validation of the completeness of election window data transmitted to Fidelity. For employees deemed eligible for choice by UCRS, Payroll is responsible for entering the election period begin date in PPS prior to sending to Fidelity. Validating that all necessary data fields are complete before data is transmitted can facilitate accurate and timely communication of election data to employees in the Fidelity Choice Tool.
Opportunities for Improvement and Management Action Plans

1. Validation of completeness prior to data transmission

Employees eligible for choice under the new pension tier program have 90 days from their eligibility start date (generally hire date) to choose a retirement plan within the self-service portal of the Fidelity Choice Tool. UCRS determines whether employees are eligible for a choice of retirement options. Eligibility for choice is determined by UCRS based on payroll and demographic data transmitted from PPS. The choice eligibility data from UCRS is sent back to PPS where the election window start date is entered by Payroll for employees eligible for choice. The eligibility data, including election window start date, is then sent from PPS to the Fidelity Choice tool where eligible employees will have a 90 days election window, based on the election window start date, to choose a retirement plan (either DC or DB).

We noted that errors related to employee elections can occur because data files can be transmitted from PPS to Fidelity with an inaccurate or blank election window start date. This missing or inaccurate data causes election windows for employees eligible for choice to not open timely in the Fidelity Choice Tool so employees will not have the ability to view or make retirement plan elections. As a result, the impacted employees later appear on exception reports sent by Fidelity on a daily or weekly basis to Payroll or UCRS for review. Upon receiving and reviewing the exception reports, a valid election start date must be manually provided in order to open the employee’s Fidelity election choice platform for them to make an election. Adding validation of payroll data record completeness prior to the initial transmission from PPS to Fidelity would allow for quicker processing time, increased timely notification of choice eligibility to qualified employees in a timely manner, and reduced manual corrections downstream.

Management Action Plan:

The pension tier implementation team agrees with the recommendation and believes that additional edits in the PPS system could reduce the risks of error and the rework. This edit was not in the system as of July 1, 2016, the effective date of the new pension tier. However, the implementation team identified that inaccurate or missing election window start dates were a defect and a change to the PPS system was made in December 2016 to add the edits to this field (release #R2554) to address the recommendations above.

The pension tier implementation team will continue to monitor areas of administrative errors and rework to add future edits in the PPS system and conduct user training to continuously improve the processes and reduce risk for the new pension tier in the future.

Target Date: N/A - Action completed prior to report issuance
### Process: Payroll

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub Process</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Process Description/Walk through</th>
<th>Control Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payroll (PPS)</td>
<td>Data sent through the PPS system</td>
<td>Employee data may not be detected properly by the system.</td>
<td>- The PPS system will issue a warning message at the time of entry if the retirement code is inconsistent with an assigned BLC.</td>
<td>Noted that the PPS system will issue a warning message at the time of entry if the retirement code is inconsistent with an assigned BLC.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll (PPS)</td>
<td>Data sent through the PPS system</td>
<td>Incomplete or inaccurate employee data.</td>
<td>- The PPS system will issue a warning message at the time of entry if the retirement code is inconsistent with an assigned BLC.</td>
<td>Noted that the PPS system will issue a warning message at the time of entry if the retirement code is inconsistent with an assigned BLC.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll (PPS)</td>
<td>Data sent through the PPS system</td>
<td>Incomplete or inaccurate employee data.</td>
<td>- The PPS system will issue a warning message at the time of entry if the retirement code is inconsistent with an assigned BLC.</td>
<td>Noted that the PPS system will issue a warning message at the time of entry if the retirement code is inconsistent with an assigned BLC.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity (FID)</td>
<td>Data sent to FID</td>
<td>Data sent to FID may cause data to go unnoticed.</td>
<td>- Fidelity provides exception reports to UCOP on a weekly and daily basis in order to catch and bring to light any discrepancies in the data.</td>
<td>UCOP teams reviews all users that appear on these listings in order to resolve discrepancies.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Payroll (PPS) / UCRS

Exception Reports

UCOP runs reports to determine any discrepancies in employees choice eligibility between payroll, UCRS and Fidelity systems. UCOP generated reports are run on either a monthly or ad-hoc basis and reviewed to determine inaccuracies on data. In addition to the exception reports that UCOP used to run on a daily and weekly basis, additional reports have been created internally to be used for further analysis.

Since the July 1 go-live, these reports have been run on an ad-hoc basis in order to screen for additional discrepancies that may have been overlooked. An example of one such report checks for employees whose 90 day window has passed and no election has been selected, nor has a default been received. This report developed by UCOP has been run on an ad-hoc basis, however, as of phase 2 changes that recently went into effect, this report will now automatically run. The automated version of this report is called 'PPP778'.

There are 3 additional exception reports created once a month by UCRS when it processes data files received by payroll. The first report captures CCL inconsistencies. The second is for staff and faculty who reach the PEPRA limit and transition to the DC Plan. And finally, the third report is for staff and faculty who are on leave immediately after they are offered choice. Reports are examined to determine the cause of the discrepancy as well as an appropriate solution.

Payroll (PPS) / PIP

Data sent through PIP back to payroll

Election data within PPS is not consistent with data within PPS. PPS receives election data and results from Fidelity on a daily basis. Once employee elections are made, or defaulted, within the Fidelity election portal, the PIP application is used to send election and/or default results back to PPS. Data received from Fidelity is then updated within PPS before being sent to all downstream applications.

PAY

Payroll (PPS) PPS Override Ability

Data overrides within PPS are not sent through to be updated in the UCRS and/or Fidelity systems. Payroll administrators have access to override certain fields after data has been entered and sent through the UCRS Data Exchange and to Fidelity. Administrators have access to override the following fields:

- UCPR Eligibility date
- Election Period Begin Date
- Retirement Code
- Covered Compensation Limit Code
- FICA Eligibility Code
- Benefits Eligibility Unit Code
- Benefits eligibility representation Code
- Fidelity election/default result (DC or DB)

Access to screens containing data that is able to be overridden is limited to specific users determined by each location.

Accessed to override the following fields:
- "WOS (without salary)" indicator blocking access to the choice election site
- Where the system utilized the begin date of the Safe Harbor position to determine tier placement when the employee should have been choice eligible
- Future dated appointment issue that incorrectly gave some represented employees choice who were in bargaining units excluded from choice.

Noted that as of updates that were released on 9/8/2016 and 11/15/2016, all of the these issues have been resolved. In addition, confirmed that all of the above issues and their resolutions were contained entirely within PPS. There were no effects noted within AYSO or Fidelity daily demographics file processes and no programming changes within these applications were needed to resolve these issues.